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We apply the results of Connes-Moscovici on transgressed Chern forms. We also 
establish certain uniform estimates for such Chern forms. c 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
In this paper, we exploit the results of Connes-Moscovici [CM] on the 
relation of Quillen’s superconnections [Q] to cyclic cocycles in the case of 
Dirac operators. We also establish certain uniform convergence results in a 
local Index Theorem. 
In fact let us recall that using Quillen’s superconnections [Q] in an 
infinite dimensional situation, we gave a local heat equation proof of the 
Index Theorem for families of Dirac operators [B3]. In Bismut-Freed 
[BF], we used a transgressed version of such superconnection forms to 
construct a connection on the determinant bundle associated with a family 
of Dirac operators. 
In [CM], Connes and Moscovici noted that for general p summable 
Fredholm modules [Cl], the transgressed version of the Chern character 
forms associated with Quillen’s superconnections [Q] exactly represents 
the Chern character cocycles in cyclic cohomology [Cl]. 
In this paper, we exploit the results of Connes and Moscovici [CM] 
together with our results in [B3] to give a heat equation proof of the result 
of Connes [Cl, C2], which calculates the Chern character cocycles in the 
case of Fredholm modules associated with Dirac operators. It is striking 
that even though we calculate such cocycles by taking the asymptotics as 
t JJ 0 of an expression different from the one considered by Connes 
[Cl, C2], the limit is exactly the same. 
We also establish in Theorem 1.3 uniform convergence results as t 110 
when transgressing the Chern forms associated with $D + u, where D is a 
Dirac operator and u an invertible linear mapping acting on a vector 
bundle. The technical difficulty is that we are not in a product situation, 
i.e., D and u act on the same non trivial bundles. We then need to take into 
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account local cancellations results which occur with Dirac operators [B3] 
together with large time effects, which work in opposite directions. 
However, the situation is much simpler than in Bismut-Freed [BF], where 
a similar problem was considered. We use probabilistic methods to obtain 
such estimates. 
We use such convergence results when proving the result of Connes 
[Cl, C2] on the cyclic cocycles associated with Dirac operators. However, 
for this result, we only need to look at a product situation, for which the 
uniform estimates of Theorem 1.3 are essentially trivial. So the reader 
interested in cyclic cocycles may well skip the technicalities of the proof of 
Theorem 1.3. 
Our paper is organized in the following way. In (a), we give the main 
assumptions and notations. In (b), we construct the transgressed Chern 
character forms of [BF] and [CM]. In (c), we study the asymptotics as a 
parameter t tends to 0 of such transgressed forms. To do this, we establish 
certain uniform estimates as t J.J 0 when a “time” parameter varies in 
10, + co[. In (d), we reprove the result of Connes [Cl] on the cyclic 
cocycles associated with Dirac operators. Finally in (e), we interpret 
formally what has been done in relation with the cohomology of the loop 
space of the considered manifold [A, B4, BS]. 
a. ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Let M be a compact connected Riemannian manifold of even dimension 
n = 21, which is oriented and spin. g,,,, denotes the metric on TM. 
F= F, 0 I;- is the Hermitian Z, graded vector bundle of spinors over 
TM, endowed with the Levi-Civita connection VL. Let R be the curvature 
tensor of TM, and let K be the scalar curvature of M. 
Let t = t + @ < _ be a complex Z, graded Hermitian vector bundle over 
M, with 4 + and 5- orthogonal in 5, which is endowed with a unitary 
connection Vs preserving the grading, whose curvature is L. u = [ ““, “~1 is a 
self-adjoint invertible C” section of End 5, which exchanges r + and 5 ~, 
i.e., is odd in End r in the sense of Quillen [Q]. 
F @ 5 is a Z, graded Hermitian vector bundle, endowed with the unitary 
connection V = VL @ 1 + 1 @ V5. The Z, graded algebra End(F 6 4) coin- 
cides with the graded tensor product End F @ End r. 
If e E TM, e acts by Clifford multiplication on F 6 5. Let e,, . . . . e, be an 
orthonormal base of TM. D is the Dirac operator acting on the set 
T(F 6 l) of C” sections of F 6 5 
D=ieiVp,. 
u acts like 1 @ u on T(F G 5). 
(1.1) 
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For any t > 0, if 
D”=$D+v, (1.2) 
D” is odd in End(T(F &$ <)). 
Let G be the group of gauge transformations r(Auteven 0 of smooth 
sections of Auteve” 5, and let 9 be its Lie algebra T(Endeve” t) of smooth 
sections of EndeVe” [. Let 0 be the fundamental 1 form on G 
XE TgG + d(X) = g-‘XEg. (1.3) 
If dG is the exterior differentiation operator on G, then 
d,0= -0=. (1.4) 
In the sequel, 8, t12, . .. will carry their natural Z2 grading. All our 
computations will be done in the corresponding Z, graded algebras. In 
particular [A, B], will denote the supercommutator [Q] of A and B. 
We now follow Connes [Cl ] and Connes-Moscovici [CM]. In fact for 
any s>O, t>O, 
d,+e+sD” (1.5) 
is a superconnection on T(F @ 5). Its curvature in the sense of Quillen 
[Q] is given by 
(d, + 8 + SD”)= = s=(D”)= + s[fl, D”], 
= s2(tD2 +&II, D], + u’) +s[& D”ls. (1.6) 
Note that [u, D], is an operator of order 0. 
Since u2 is invertible, it immediately follows from (1.6) that for t > 0 
small enough, D” is invertible. 
Also for s 2 0, d, +V’ + 8 + sv is a superconnection on 5 = 5 + 0 5 ~ 
considered as a bundle on M x G. 
If w is a series of antisymmetric forms on G, w(k) will denote the 
component of degree k in w. 
b. DIRAC OPERATORS AND TRANSGRESSED 
CHERN CHARACTER FORMS 
We now use the transgression formula of [BF, Theorem 1.61, to trans- 
gress Chern character forms for fixed t > 0. 
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THEOREM 1.1. For any t > 0, the identities 
lip0 Tr,[exp -(do + 8 + sD”)~] 
a(iR)Tr, [exp{ -(d,+V5+0)2}] (1.7) 
Ii$Tr,[D”exp -(d,+8+sD”)2]=0 (1.8) 
hold. Also for t > 0 small enough, 
4 lo+ m Tr,[D” exp -(d, + 8 + sD”)~] ds 
,d(iR) Tr, [exp{ -(d,+V’+ @‘}I. (1.9) 
Proof: Using (1.6), (1.7) is an obvious consequence of [B3, 
Theorems 4.12 and 4.161. We claim that 
lim sTr,[Dexp -(d,+0+sD”)*]=O. 
SllO 
(1.10) 
In fact, by noting that [u, D],, u*, [0, D”], are of order 0, the proof is 
identical to [BF, Theorem 3.43. 
Also if z is a Grassman variable which anticommutes with the other odd 
variables, by Greiner [G, Theorem 1.6.11 as s JJ 0, for any k E N, 
Tr,exp -s2{(d,+0+D”)2-zD}= i b$‘+~(s~~). (1.11) 
j= -n/2 
By proceeding as in [BF, Theorem 3.31, we know that 
Tr, exp -.s2{ (dG + 19 + D”)2 - zD} = Tr,[exp -s2(d, + 8 + D”)2] 
+ ZS’ Tr,[D exp -s2(dc + 0 + D”)‘]. 
(1.12) 
By changing 0 into 0/s in (1.1 1 ), and noting that the second term on the 
r.h.s. of (1.12) is odd in the 8, we find that 
sTr,[Dexp -(dc-t-0+sD”)2](2m+‘) 
= i ~/2m+l)s2j-2m-2+O(s2k-2m-2), 
j= -n/2 
(1.13) 
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By (l.lO), we find that as s JJ 0, 
s Tr,[D exp -(d, + 0 + ,D”)*] = O(S*), 
and so, 
flrTr,[Dexp -(d,+e+sD”)*]=O. (1.14) 
Also by [B3, Theorems 4.12 and 4.161, 
!po Trs[u exp -(d, + 8 + SD”)‘] 
ri(iR)Tr,Y[uexp -(d,+V’+8)2] (1.15) 
Since (d, + V5 + 6)” is always even in End r, Tr,[o exp -(d, + V5 + 19)‘] 
= 0. Equation (1.8) is then a consequence of (1.14) and (1.15). Also by the 
transgression formula of [BF, Proof of Theorem 1.61, we know that 
g [Tr, exp -(d, + 8 + SD”)*] 
= -d,[Tr, D” exp - (& + 8 + SD”)*]. (1.16) 
For t > 0 small enough, D” is invertible, and so as s j”T + co, 
Tr, exp -(d, + 0 + ~0”)~ decays exponentially. Also (1.8) shows that the 
1.h.s. of (1.9) is well defined. Equation (1.9) follows from (1.16). 1 
DEFINITION 1.2. For t > 0, the k-forms { ~j~)}~ odd on 9 are defined by 
the relation 
I +ac Tr,[D”exp -(d,+8+~D”)~] ds= - c !f? 
kodd k! 
(1.17) 
0 
By (1.9) for k>n+ 1, 
d,oJk = 0. (1.18) 
This last result was proved by Connes and Moscovici [CM] in full 
generality. Finally by [CM, Theorem 41, we know that by replacing r by 
C”’ @I { with arbitrary n’, for any odd k 2 n + 1, the wl”) represent the 
Chern character in cyclic cohomology associated with the Fredholm 
module (D”, 8). 
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By Connes [Cl, p. 60-j for k > n + 1, the pairing of wi”) with a projector 
e is given by 
uP)(e e) I 9 . . . . 
k-l 
( 1 
, ’ 
-. 
2 
(the factor 21ri is always omitted). 
c. LIMIT AS tJJ0 OF THE TRANSGRESSED FORMS 
We now prove. 
THEOREM 1.3. For any s > 0, 
!& Tr,[exp -(d, + 8 + SD”)‘] 
A(iR) Tr,[exp - (d, + V5 + 9 + su)‘] 
(1.19) 
fief Tr,[D” exp -(d, + 8 + SD”)*] 
AI(iR) Tr,[o exp - (d, + V5 + 8 + so)*]. 
There exists C > 0, A> 0 such that for t > 0 small enough, for any s > 0 
ITr, D” exp -(d, + 8 + sD”)*j f C exp( -As*). (1.20) 
In particular 
lim I +m Tr,[D” exp -(d, + 8 + SD”)*] ds rllo 0 
Moreover 
Tr,[o exp -(d,+V’+ 8 +su)*] ds. (1.21) 
dG(G)-2fMA(iR)jbia Tr,[u exp -(d, + V’ + I3 + su)‘] ds 
a(iR) Tr,[exp -(d, + V5 + @*I. (1.22) 
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Zf the differential forms wck’ are defined by 
(2)“” JM A(S) jO+l Tr,[u exp - (d, + V5 + t3 + su)‘] ds 
W(k) 
= -k;J- (1.23) 
~%%~zny odd k, wck) = lim, L1 0 wik). Also for t > 0 small enough, for any odd k, 
- wik) is closed and exact. For any odd k 2 n + 1, d,wckJ = 0. For any 
odd k>n+l, wCk) represents the Chern character in cyclic cohomology 
associated with the Fredholm module (D”, 8). 
Proof: Using formula (1.6), the proof of (1.19) is essentially the same as 
[B3, Theorems 4.12 and 4.161. 
We claim that for any s > 0 
lim Tr,[fi D exp -(d, + 8 + sD”)~] 
rllo 
=o 
!FoTr,[uexp -(d,+8+sD”)2] (1.24) 
a(iR)Tr,[uexp -(d,+V5+O+su)2]. 
The first line of (1.24) can be proved exactly as (1.10) by using (1.6), and 
the methods of [BF, Theorem 3.41. The second line of (1.24) is an obvious 
consequence of [B3, Theorems 4.12 and 4.163. 
From (1.24), we find that for any s > 0, 
!$nO Tr,[D” exp -(d, + f3 + SD”)‘] 
a(S) Tr,[u exp -(d, + V5 + 8 + so)‘]. (1.25) 
Note that by (1.8), for t > 0 the function Tr,[D” exp - (dG + 0 + SD”)‘] 
has a limit as s 110 and so can be extended into a continuous function of 
SE [0, + cc[. We first claim that the convergence in (1.25) is uniform for 
s E [0, S] (0 < S < + cc ). The argument is strictly identical to [BF, End of 
the Proof of Theorem 3.121. To prove (1.20), we first briefly show how to 
obtain the bound 
ITr,[oexp -(d,+8+sD”)‘]( <texp(--As2) (1.26) 
Of course in the proof of (1.26), we are free to choose s arbitrarily large. 
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Let AH be the horizontal Laplacian on T(F@ 5). Using (1.6) and 
Lichnerowicz’s formula, we have 
-s2 
CJ ; [u, 01, + “2) -s[O, D”‘2]A. 
We now use the probabilistic representation of the kernel of the operator 
exp - (dG + 8 + ~0”‘~)~. (1.27) 
Namely, for x0 E M, let x,, be the Brownian motion on A4 starting at x0, 
associated with the metric g,/s2t [Bl, Chap. 23. Let 7: be the parallel 
transport operator from fibers over x,, into fibers over x0 [Bl, Chap. 21. 
e,, . . . . e, now denotes an orthonormal base of T,M. Consider the differen- 
tial equation 
dUh- ,y 
dh- h - a s2teiej@t~L,X,(z~e,, Tie,) 
-S’T~(~~V,D],+oi)-ST~[R,D”-‘l,] 
(1.28) 
In (1.28), U, lives in End(F@ t),, & A&*). 
Let E be the expectation operator for x. Then if a~ r(FQ 0, by 
[B2, Theorem 2.53 and [B3, Theorem 4.21, we have 
exp - (dG + 8 + sD’~‘~)~ a(xo) 
=E[exp{-$~~K(x,)dh}U,i:o(x,)]. (1.29) 
Let A be the Laplace-Beltrami operator associated with the metric g,, 
let qv(x, y) be the scalar heat kernel for exp VA/~, and let Qf(x, y) be the 
C” kernel associated with the operator (1.27). 
If $’ is the probability law on U( [0, 11, M) associated with the 
Browman motion x conditional on x1 =x0 [Bl, Sect. 21 (X is then a 
Brownian bridge) by disintegrating (1.29), we get 
QXxo, 01 = qsdxo, xo) E 
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and so, 
RbQ:(xo~ -41 
= qsz,(xo, x,,) Ee: jexp { - $1; K(xh) dh) Tr,[aU,r;,]. (1.30) 
l For s2t 3 E > 0, qsIt(xo, x0) is uniformly bounded. 
Since u2 is self-adjoint and positive definite, for t > 0 small enough, 
IU,I dcexp -As’. 
We thus find that 
(Tr, oQ;(x,, x0)1 6 c, exp -As’. (1.31) 
l For s2t JJ 0, the computations are more involved. 
Set 
M, = - $s2teiejQ $L(zie,, Tie,) - s2 J+ eis$7,z,v 
-s Jiji eiT$V+,% 
N, = -z;(s2u2 + s[%, 01,). 
U, is the solution of 
2 = Uh(Mh + N,); ‘0 = b6Sh,,. 
Let Vh be the solution of the differential equation 
Clearly for h G h’ 
jV,-‘Vhrl Qexp -As2(h’-h). 
By Duhamei’s formula 
CT,= V,+j’ V,M,V,‘V,dh 
0 
(1.32) 
(1.33) 
+ . . . +io<h,<,,,Chn41 uh,“h,v~‘vh/,,M,,...~,~V~‘V,dh,...dh,. 
(1.34) 
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As s fl + co, s2t JJ 0, the final term in (1.34) is at most of the order of 
s~(s’~)~‘* exp - As2. 
As s*t JJ 0, we know that uniformly on M 
To prove (1.26) we thus only need to consider the first n - 1 terms in 
(1.34), where U does not appear explicitly. 
Let w” be a Brownian bridge in T,,M, with WA’ = IV;’ = 0 and let P, be 
the law of w” on %?( [IO, 11; TJl4). Using the asymptotic representation of 
[B2, Sects. 2 and 3b], we find that except on a set of %( [0, 1-J; M) of p$’ 
measure o(s2t)k-for arbitrary k E N-we have the asymptotic evaluation of 
T: on F,,, as s2t JJ 0, 
T; = exp 
i s 
- $ ; (R,o(dw”, w’l ) ei, e,) e,ej + o(s2t) 
I 
, 
where o(s*t) is of length 2 in c(T,$4). 
Also recall that e, . . . e, is the only monomial in c( T,,M) whose super- 
trace is nonzero [B3, Sect. 43. 
When calculating 
qs4xoT x0) ‘K [exp{-s2*/01K(x~dh)0~,T~], (1.36) 
using (1.35), we find easily that as s*t JJ 0, except on a set of P$ measure 
o(~~t)~, (1.36) is dominated by B(w”) exp -As*, where B(w”) is integrable. 
We thus find that as s2t JJ 0 
ITr, uQb(x,,, x0)1 <c exp -Js2. (1.37) 
Equality (1.26) follows from (1.31) and (1.37). 
The next step in the proof of (1.20) is that 
ITr,s$Dexp -(dG+8+sD”i2)2/ <texp -ls2, s>l (1.38) 
Using (1.26) and the same trick as in [BF, Proposition 2.11, if z is a 
Grassmann variable taken as before, we have 
-(d,+8+sD”‘2)2+zsfiD 
1 
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Equation (1.28) should now be replaced by 
By changing U into u’, we thus obtain a probabilistic construction of the 
operator exp{ -d, + /‘3 + sD”‘~)~ +zs $0, whose kernel is noted Qi’. 
We find that 
Tr,CQJ’(x,, x0)1 = qs2,(xo, x0) Ept’ [exp{-s2t~~K(x~dh}Tr,YC’;r~]. 
(1.40) 
l For s2t 3 E > 0 we split the interval [0, l] into [0, $1 u [b, 11. 
We thus write 
u; = u;,,(u;,‘u;). 
By Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality 
ITr, Q:‘(x,, x0)1 < exp(s2tk)[qs2,(xo, x0) Epf: I U;,,l’] ‘I2 
x [qsz,(xo, x0) EC: IU;,‘U’J2]“‘. 
Since Pfi is invariant under time reversal, we only need to estimate 
qs+o, x01 EC2 I V,212 = ECI U;,212 qs2,,2b,,2, 41. 
Now for the unconditioned Brownian motion x starting at x0, i.e., for 
the expectation operator E by a result of Malliavin, Eells-Elworthy 
[Bl, Chap. 23, J; ri dx,/s 
Also for s2t > E, qs21(x1,2, 
j t is a standard Brownian motion in T,,M. 
x0) is uniformly bounded. 
It is then not difficult to use a standard stochastic calculus on the 
equation of 6” and to finally obtain that for s2t > E, 
ITr, Qi’(x,, x0)1 d c, exp -ls2. (1.41) 
. For s2t < E, we need to be careful because of the potentially 
singular term 
g(r:,dx e-)ze. h,r I 
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Let S,, be the solution of 
Since .z* = 0, (1.42) can be explicitly integrated by 
S, = exp 
Let Vi be the solution of 
Clearly 
u;, = u;s,, 
and in particular 
u;=u;l l+sJi 
[ 
jh<ri dx,, ei> zei 
s*t I. 
Now note the commutation relations 
[zei, e,e,] = 0 if i, j, k are distinct 
[zei, eiek] = -2ze, if ifk 
[ze;, e,V,,v] = -26jzV,v 
[zei, ejV,,O] = -26jZV,8. 
It thus follows that in 
(1.43) 
Sh(“h + Nh) s, ‘, 
each Clifford variable ej has at least the “weight” s fi. Also as s*t J.J 0, by 
[Bl, (4.178)], on the set of %([O, 11, 7’,.,M) defined after (1.35), with the 
notations of [Bl, Sect. 41 
JA<G dx”, ei> = (v*(s fi dw”, xd, ei> ~ o 
s*t s*t 
The proof of (1.38) then proceeds as the proof of (1.37). Using (1.19) and 
(1.20), (1.21) follows. (1.22) is a consequence of (1.9), but can also be given 
a direct and trivial proof. 
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We now prove that u (k) - mik) is exact. We consider the superconnection 
S=d,+ds;+dt;+B+sD”. 
TrJexp -S’] is a differential form on G x R+ x R+ which can be written 
in the form 
Tr,[exp -S’] = CI + ds A /? + dr A y + ds A dt A 6, 
where ~1, /?, y, 6 are differential forms on G which depend smoothly on s > 0, 
t > 0. Since Tr,[exp - S2] is closed, we find in particular that 
(1.44) 
Theorem 1.1 shows precisely that for any t > 0, a(s, t), fl(s, t) have limits 
a(0, t), b(O, t) as s 110, and also that 
a(0, t) = -d, Jo+m b(s, t) ds. 
The same argument as in Theorem 1.1 shows that 
lim y(s, t) = 0, lim y(s, t) = 0. 
SllO sn +m 
We thus find that 
a 
j+mP(s,t)ds=dcj+m6(s,t)ds. 
at, 0 
(1.45) 
Equation (1.45) proves that that for different t > 0, the differential forms 
jo+m /?(s, t) ds differ by exact forms. By the same methods as in 
Theorem 2.3, one verifies that jo+m 6(s, t) & has a limit as t JJ 0, so that the 
previous result also holds as t = 0. The theorem is now completely 
proved. 1 
d. EXPLICIT COMPUTATION OF CONNES'S CYCLIC 
COCYCLES FOR THE DIRAC OPERATORS 
We now apply Theorem 1.3 in the situation considered by Connes 
[Cl, p. 683. Note that the estimate (1.20) is entirely trivial in this case. 
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We here assume that t = C2, 5 + = C and that v is F, given by 
0 1 
F,= [ 1 10’ 
Let d be the exterior differentiation operator acting on T(/I(T*M)). In 
s +m Tr,[F, exp - (? + de + s[Q, Fc],)] ds, ” 
the term of odd degree k in the variables 8 and of even degree m <k in the 
Grassmann variables of T*M is the same as in 
skPm exp( -s2) Tr,{F,[(d+ [F,, .I,) Blk} ds 
=- 
2k! Tr,{FJ(d+ CFc, .I,) Q”>. 
Noting by qcrnJ the term of degree m in the Grassmann variables of T*M 
and using the notations of (1.23) we find that 
(1.46) 
As in Connes [Cl, p. 181, we assume from now on that if e,= (A g), 0 is 
of the form Oe,, i.e., 8 takes its values in End(C”‘@ r +) (with 5, = C), 
where n’ is arbitrary. 
We will evaluate (1.46) more explicitly. Note that in (1.46), the 
Grassmann variables of T*M anticommute with the Grassmann variables 
in g*. 
To lit with the conventions of [Cl], we now use a formalism where the 
Grassmann variables in T*M and in f* commute. In particular d’ denotes 
the exterior differentiation operator on M, which commutes with mul- 
tiplication by element of /i(g*). We have in particular 
(d+ [Fc, .I,) 8 = -dtle,- OIFc, ec]. (1.47) 
Recall that the operator S has been defined in Connes [Cl, p. 611. We 
here drop the coefficient 2ni in [Cl]. 
We now prove 
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PROPOSITION 1.4. For any even m, odd k with m < k, 
(1.48) 
Proof: By (1.47), we have 
(1.49) 
To calculate the r.h.s. of (1.49), we must push on the left the Grassmann 
variables in /i(g*), while remembering that d’8 and [FC, ec] still contain 
odd variables in T*M or Endodd 4. By noting by Tr:[ ] the result of a 
computation where g* commutes with the other odd variables, we find that 
iTr,(f’J(d+ CJ’O ccl,) elk)(,) 
= -i( - l)k(ki”‘2 Tr~{l;,(&&,+ tIIFc, e,])k}c,, 
=(-1)1-1V2Tr~{~~(d’Br,-+BIF,,e,])x},,l. (1.50) 
Note the trivial 
We expand (d’0e,+-8[Fc, ec])k. The terms which give a nonzero con- 
tribution to the r.h.s. of (1.50) are of two kinds: 
l The terms which start with d’ee,. Because of (1.51) these terms 
necessarily terminate with tJ[FC, ec]. In between there are (k-m - 1),/2 
terms [F,, e,]* which contribute a sign (- l)‘k -+ ‘)j2. Also 
Tr,(FcecCFc, ccl) = 1. (1.52) 
Note that the final 8 can be put at the very left in Tr: since this involves 
commutation with k - 1 8 or dtI. So we get terms like ( - 1 Yi2 Tr[IBd’fJ . ‘1. 
l The terms which start with (tI[ F,, ec])‘(&OeC) with I > 0. 
(a) If 1 is even, by (1.51) such terms terminate with B[F,, ec-1. Again 
we have a sign (- l)‘k- m-‘)12 and the factor (1.52). By again putting the 
final 0 at the left, we get ( - l)@ Tr[B’+ ‘d’tl . . .], 1 even > 0. 
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(b) If 1 is odd, we have the factor 
Tr,(FJFc, ec] ec) = 1. 
Such terms are of the type (- l)m’2 Tr,[#d’Q.. .], 1 odd. 
So we see that each term appears twice, which explain the cancellation of 
the factor l/2 in the r.h.s. of (1.48). It is now trivial to obtain (1.48). 1 
We finally obtain the following result: 
THEOREM 1.5. For any odd k, 
nl2 
c 
meven<k 
(-l),” jM a(iR)c,-,, S’kPm-‘)‘2[Tr 8(dlB)m]. 
(1.53) 
Note that if k > n + 1, the condition m < k is empty. For k 3 n + 1, we 
have thus reproved the result of Connes [Cl, p. 691, stating that for 
k > n + 1, (1.53) represents the Chern character of the corresponding 
Fredholm module. 
Note that Connes [Cl ] takes the limit as t 110 of cyclic cocycles which 
are different form (1.21). To describe them, we now assume that 
Grassmann variables in A(,*) commute with End(I’@t). Connes then 
consider the cocycles 
4 Tr,[((D”))‘[D”, e])““], (1.54) 
which also represent he Chern character of the corresponding Fredholm 
module. The limit as t JJ 0 of (1.54) is then equal to (1.53) for k = n + 1. 
Note that we could obtain Connes’s results by considering instead of 
(1.21) the expression 
- 
I +m Tr,[D”(D”- CD”, 01) exp{ --s(D)‘- [D”, e])‘}] ds 0 
= kz, Tr.A(D”)- ‘CD”, 01)“. (1.55) 
Of course the equality in (1.54) is taken in the sense of formal power series, 
and the sum in the r.h.s. of (1.54) only makes sense for k 3 n + 1. 
e. CYCLIC COCYCLES AND THE LOOP SPACE 
We now interpret the results of sections in terms of the equivariant 
cohomology of the loop space of M [A, B4, BS]. We go back to the 
assumptions of Section a-c. 
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Let L”M be the set of C” loops in M, SC S, = R/Z -+ x, E M. L”M in 
an infinite dimensional manifold. If YE T,L”M, for s E R/Z, Y, E T,, M 
and s + Y, is C”. 
On T.,L”M, we define the scalar product 
Y,ZET,L~M~(Y,Z)=J’~(Y,,Z,)~~. 
0 
L”M is now a Riemannian manifold. S, acts isometrically on L”M by 
SES~=R/Z, x~L~M:k,x=x+,~. 
The Killing vector field X generating the group k is 
X(x)&. (1.56) 
Let X’ be the 1 form on L”M which correspond to X by the metric, i.e., 
if YE T,L”M, 
X’(Y)=jl’ (Y, dx). (1.57) 
We now use the result of [B4]. Set a = dim 5,. Let X be the set of 
orthonormal frames in 5 + , and let x be the U(a) x U(a) principal bundle 
over M, whose fiber at-x E M is X,,, x xP,X. Let rc be the projection 
X+M. 
If u E X, u is an isometry from C” @ C” into < +,nu @ 5 P,IIU. In particular 
U-‘UU is an odd linear mapping from C”O C” into itself. 
Let 1 be the connection form on 8 corresponding to Vr, and A the 
corresponding curvature form. Let L”R be the set of C” loops s E R/Z + 
U, E Z. As shown in [B4, Theorem 3.21, LmX is a principal bundle over 
L”M, whose structure group is the loop group L”(U(a) x U(a)). 
Let dR be the exterior differentiation operator on X Take u EL”?. Set 
x = IIU E L”M. For s > 0, consider the differential equation 
H(0) = Icaeco. 
Equation (1.58) can also be rewritten in the form 
+(id,+dn+/1,,+iu,‘(8,,,+su,,,)Uh)’ , 1 
(1.58) 
H”(0) = Icueca. (1.59) 
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As in [B4, Definition 3.61, (1.58), (1.59) should be solved in the sense of 
formal power series. If dLm,,,, denotes the exterior differentiation operator 
on L”M, set 
df =id,+d,,,. 
As in [B4, Theorem 3.91, one can show that 0” = [Tr, H;] is a differen- 
tial form on L”M x G, and moreover, 
(d+ + ix) fl” = 0. (1.60) 
Note that d+X’ = dLzMX), and that 
(d+ + i,)’ X’ = 0. (1.61) 
Set 
By proceeding as in [A, B4, Sect. 21, we find easily from (1.28), (1.30) that 
we have the formal equality for any s > 0, t > 0, 
Tr, exp -(d, + 0 + ~0”‘~)~ = C iz, exp - (d+ L?$) X’ A /I”. 
Now by proceeding as in [B4, Theorem 3.93, we get 
g= (d+ + ix) ys, 
where y’ can be explicitly determined. Then 
= cI,-, iexp ( 2ts2 }[ ts3 
-(d++i,)X’ (df+ix)~~s+(d++ix)ys II 
(1.62) 
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Using (1.60), (1.62), and also (1.16), we find the formal representation 
5 
+S 
Tr,D”exp -(~&+Q+sD”)~ds 
0 
= -Cijo+= dsj 
exp -(d+i*)X’ X 
Lx M 
2tsz [gB’+Y]. (1.63) 
Using the methods of [BS, Sect. 11, the results of Theorem 1.3 immediately 
follow, at least formally. 
CA1 
WI 
WI 
CB31 
CB41 
WI 
WI 
CB71 
PFI 
CC11 
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